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PUBLIC COMMENT INVITED

The ION GNSS
SDR Metadata
Standard

Stan Honey spoke at
the ION GNSS+ 2017
plenary session in
Portland, Oregon.

Thomas Pany, Universität der Bundeswehr München; James Curran, European
Space Agency; Sanjeev Gunawardena,
Air Force Institute of Technology

T

he past several years have seen a
proliferation of software defined
radio (SDR) data collection systems and
processing platforms designed for GNSS
receiver applications or those that support GNSS bands. For post-processing,
correctly interpreting the GNSS SDR
sampled datasets produced or consumed
by these systems has historically been a
cumbersome and error-prone process.
These systems necessarily produce
datasets of various formats, the subtleties
of which are often lost in translation when
communicating between the producer and
consumer of these datasets. Several years
ago, The Institute of Navigation’s Satellite
Division launched the GNSS SDR metadata standard and associated open-source
software project, cochaired by the authors.
STANDARD continued on page 16

CONFERENCE RECAP

Navigation Innovation, GNSS
Program Activity Highlight
ION GNSS+ 2017 in Portland

A

s a child Stan Honey taught himself
navigation and he admits he was
“always good at math” and “just found
navigation interesting.”
When he shared his many tales with
the crowd in the night at the ION
GNSS+ 2017 plenary session in Portland,
Oregon, the Yale– and Stanford University–trained engineer entertained the
audience with a wealth of information on
early navigation systems, current navigation technologies, and how he and his
colleagues developed many of the systems
used to enhance the way millions of fans
watch sports on television.
The 30th edition of the ION Satellite
Division’s annual program of tutorials,
panel discussions, and technical paper
presentations took place September
25–29 at the Oregon Convention Center.
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While Honey is a successful professional maritime navigator — he even
met his wife through competitive sailing
– the electrical engineer also has helped
pioneer some of the biggest developments
in sports TV including the development
of the yellow virtual first-down line now
well known by all football fans, the ESPN
“K-Zone” for pitch tracking
For more
in baseball, and the Race/
coverage of
FX tracking and highlight
ION GNSS+,
system used in NASCAR
please see
races.
page 4–8.
A love for navigating
the seas has always been
in Honey’s blood, and along the way his
accomplishments included winning the
Volvo Ocean Race around the world, setting the prestigious Jules Verne record for
ION GNSS+ 2017 RECAP continued on page 4
•
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I

tried something new — free tutorials on
Monday ahead of the conference. I was
privileged to teach one of these tutorials,
and the participants
who attended were
extremely engaged
and interested in the
topic, which made
the event enjoyable
for everyone! Also, as
always, I heard lots of
good feedback about
the various panel
ION’s Satellite Division Executive Committee responsible for
sessions.
hosting the ION GNSS+ 2017 event: Dr. José Ángel ÁvilaI would like to
Rodríguez, Dr. John Betz, Dr. John Raquet, Dr. Frank van Diggelen,
Dr. Jiyun Lee, Dr. Chris Hegarty, and Dr. Sanjeev Gunawardena.
thank all of the
Satellite Division officers who tirelessly
the world’s leading authorities on global
contributed to the event, as well as the
navigation satellite systems (GNSS) gathevent’s sponsors, media participants,
ered for a week of technical presentations
course instructors, exhibitors, authors,
and a showcase of GNSS technologies,
session chairs, peer reviewers and those
products, and services displayed in the
who attended and actively participated
exhibit hall.
over the course of the week. For those of
This year’s conference, as always, was
you who missed this year’s ION GNSS+
a great way to keep up with long time
festivities, see the photos on the ION’s
colleagues and meet new ones. We also
Facebook page.
would like to congratulate the Satellite
Division on a successful ION GNSS+
conference, where more than a 1,000 of

Women in PNT
ION hosted the
third Women in
Positioning, Navigation and Timing
(PNT) event, in
conjunction with
the ION GNSS+
technical meeting. The ION’s
Women in PNT
is a voluntary
networking initiative designed
to support and engage women
who are in the early stages of their
PNT careers. This year’s event,
chaired by Dr. Dorota GrejnerBrzezinska, hosted a networking
event where participants had the
opportunity to network directly
with GNSS legends and leaders
from industry, academia, and
ION Newsletter
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government representing a wide variety of
interests and specialties — the professionals who have literally created and shaped
today’s positioning, navigation and timing platforms.
I would like to extend
special thanks to Ellen Hall
and Sandy Kennedy, who
secured the sponsorships
from Spirent Federal Systems
and NovAtel, Inc., which
made this event possible.
Thank you!
NAVIGATION, Ranked Top 10 Technical
Journals in Related Sciences
I am pleased to report the continued
growth of NAVIGATION, The Journal
of The Institute of Navigation, reflected
in the latest Journal Impact Factor (JIF)
report. The JIF of an academic journal
is a measurement tool used to calculate
the yearly average number of citations to
recent articles published in a journal and
is used as an indication of the relative
importance of the journal within its field;
journals with higher impact factors are
often deemed more important than those
with lower ones.
NAVIGATION’s Journal Impact Factor
is now 1.604, an increase from 0.979
last year and 0.562 the year before. Total
citations have increased by more than 270
percent over the past two years.
ION extends its gratitude to its esteemed
editor, Dr. Boris Pervan, and his associate
editors: Penina Axelrad, Pau Closas, Paul
Groves, Christopher Hegarty, Changdon
NAVIGATION is indexed in the Thomson
Reuters Science Citation Index Expanded
(also known as SciSearch®), Thomson Reuters
Journal Citation Reports/Science Edition,
and Thomson Reuters Current Contents®/
Engineering Computing and Technology.
Additionally, NAVIGATION is abstracted in
Electrical and Electronics Abstracts. Citations
and abstracts of articles in NAVIGATION
can also be found using the INSPEC online
database. NAVIGATION is published by
ION, in partnership with Wiley.
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Kee, Jiyun Lee, Gary McGraw, Michael
Meurer, Thomas Pany, Jason Rife, Andrey
Soloviev, Maarten Uijt de Haag, and Todd
Walter.
Peer Reviewer Recognition
The peer review process is essential to
maintaining standards of quality, providing credibility and contributing to the advancement of our field. During the 2016
ION GNSS+ awards luncheon, ION
proudly recognized, for the first time,
some of our outstanding peer reviewers,
who selflessly provided quality and timely
reviews when called upon to do so.
We decided to continue that tradition at this year’s awards luncheon, and
recognized the following individuals with
a bouquet of red pencils for their support
in peer review for our journal, conferences, and student papers:

Dr. James Curran, ESA; Dr. Laura
Ruotsalainen, Finnish Geospatial Research
Institute; Dr. Juan Blanch, Stanford
University; Dr. Mathieu Joerger, University
of Arizona; and Dr. Jacob Campbell, AFRL
Sensors Directorate (not pictured).

ION Council and Committees
Meet during ION GNSS+
The ION Council and ION Executive
Committee met and transacted ION
business while in Portland. The ION
Council adopted an Ethics Policy in
January 2017 and, thus, during the September Council meeting a good deal of
time was spent discussing the scope and
proposal for ethics enforcement.
Additional topics of discussion
included the means and methods to
increase membership donations, a new
member referral program, and Council
Fall 2017

formally adopted a Conference Paper Peer
Review Standard. Additionally, the ION
Executive Committee met and approved
the 2016–17 fiscal year audited financial
statement and reviewed the status of
investments and the reserve fund.
Cognizant Autonomous Systems for
Safety Critical Applications Workshop
Prof. Zak Kassas, University of California
Riverside, will be organizing a workshop
that will discuss the opportunities and
challenges (technical, commercial, ethical,
and legal) associated with developing
fully autonomous systems that are cognizant and trustworthy for safety critical
applications.
This free workshop will feature wellrecognized experts and leaders from government, industry and academia and will
be held on Monday, January 29 at the
Hyatt Regency Reston in Reston,
Virginia (Greater Washington, DC
Area). Please see the notice on page
21 for more information.
Finally, immediately following
the Cognizant Autonomous Systems for Safety Critical Applications
(CASSCA) Workshop, I look forward to seeing all of you in Reston,
Virginia from January 29–February 1 for
the co-located 2018 International Technical Meeting (ITM) and Precise Time
and Time Interval (PTTI) Systems and
Applications Meetings. The ION’s 2017
Annual Awards will be presented and the
2018 ION Fellows will be named during
these events. See <www.ion.org> for the
full ITM/PTTI technical programs and
registration information.
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from page 1
the fastest non-stop circumnavigation of
the world, and many other honors before
being named to the National Sailing Hall
of Fame in 2012.
But he was not just a star at sea. Honey
described his earlier projects in navigation
related work in the days prior to GPS. He
co-founded ETAK Inc. back in 1983 and
the company pioneered vehicle navigation systems with digital map databases,
heads-up map display, and map-matching
navigation.
With his background at Stanford,
Honey said he “knew of GPS,” at that
time, but he and his colleagues were

working with these vehicle navigation
systems ahead of GNSS’s time. The
space-based technology may have seemed
a little futuristic then to some, but Etak’s
first commercially available computerized navigation system for automobiles
sold thousands of units in the early to
mid-1980s.
Working with Disney on sailing
projects eventually led to the ESPN “KZone.” Earlier, selling ETAK to Rupert
Murdoch and News Corp. helped pave
the way to sports projects like using the
technology to track hockey pucks for TV
viewers.

ION VOLUNTEER APPRECIATION LUNCHEON

Engineers Build Bikes at
ION Volunteer Luncheon

I

t echoed the flurry of a birthday or Christmas
morning: completing “easy-to-assemble” gift items
and the inevitable lesson, “When all else fails, read the
instruction manual.”
Held in conjunction with ION GNSS+ in Portland,
Oregon, the Institute of Navigation’s annual Volunteer
Appreciation Luncheon took a hands-on, communityoriented approach this year: the competitive
construction of eight bicycles and their donation to the
local nonprofit organization, the Community Cycling
Center. The bicycles will end up in the hands of
youngsters eager to join the cycle-happy throngs on the Dr. Mike Veth rides his team’s
bicycle to victory as competitors
Northwest city’s streets.
work to assemble theirs.
Prefaced by a breathlessly intense introduction to the
cycling center’s mission and activities by the organization’s volunteer & events manager
Hanna Davis, the post-meal competition pitted eight teams of ION volunteers in a race
to put together the disassembled bikes. Organized chaos ensued among the engineer-rich
crowd, with a team led by Dr. Mike Veth completing the task first.
Inside GNSS magazine sponsored the luncheon and donated bicycles.

ION members and the bikes they assembled for a local charity during the Volunteer
Appreciation Luncheon. Seated in the front row are staff members from luncheon
sponsor, Inside GNSS magazine.
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Honey explained that many fans didn’t
watch a lot of hockey on television as it
was difficult to follow the puck, especially before high-definition TVs were
the norm. With an accelerometer and a
lithium battery installed inside the pucks,
Honey’s team changed the way fans
tracked the puck visually during these
broadcasts in the 1990s.
But there were some concerns, he
admitted. “Thankfully we never had a
puck come apart,” he joked. “One of the
greatest fears was, what if half a puck goes
into the goal?”
This technology spread to car races
and most recently America’s Cup, where
GNSS equipment has changed not only
the way fans watch the sport, but also the
way it is officiated. Honey and partner
Ken Milnes were hired in June 2010 by
Oracle Team USA to develop a tracking,
telemetry, and augmented-realty system
for the America’s Cup races and knew
they’d need top-notch GNSS equipment
to overcome obstacles that included
cameras and sensors mounted on helicopters, fast yachts, and varying weather
conditions.
“Sailing used to be hard to track and
watch, but these graphics suddenly made
it very easy understanding who’s ahead
and who’s behind,” he said, noting that
placing lines on the water for broadcasts
gave viewers a feeling of comfort similar
to watching football with lines on the
field.
GNSS Program Updates
The conference’s ever-popular GNSS
program status panel foreshadowed a
burst of launch activity in the coming 16
months, with more than 30 navigation
satellite launches expected by the end of
2018, according to panel co-chair Dr.
John Betz of The MITRE Corporation.
China’s BeiDou Satellite System (BDS)
has the most near-term launches planned,
with four third-generation (BD-3) satellites scheduled for placement orbit this
year, 14 in 2018, and another six through
2020, said Jiaqing Ma of the China Satellite Navigation Office.
Fall 2017
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KEPLER AWARD

T

Applications Centre of Excellence, which was jointly funded by
the University of Nottingham and East Midlands Development
Agency, and targets knowledge transfer between the NGI and
business. Additionally, he leads the university-wide Aerospace
and Transport Technology Research Priority Area. Prof. Moore
has supervised numerous research projects funded by industry,
research councils, the European Space Agency and the European
Commission, and has supervised over 30 PhD students.
Prof. Moore is involved in the volunteer activities of numerous
international professional and scientific bodies. He is currently
a Royal Institute of Navigation (RIN) Vice-President (now also
President Elect) and a member of their Technical Committee,
while simultaneously serving on the ION Council as a Technical
Representative and as a co-chair of the ION’s Satellite Division’s
Technical Peer Review Committee. He has served on the ION’s
Satellite Division Executive Committee on numerous occasions
and is a past ION GNSS+ program and general chair. Prof.
Moore is also a member of the Editorial Advisory Council of
GPS World.
Prof. Moore is a Fellow of both the Institute of Navigation
(ION) and the Royal Institute of Navigation (RIN). He is also a
Fellow of the Chartered Institution of Civil Engineering Surveyors, a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society and an Associate
Fellow of the Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry Society. In
1999 and 2008 he was awarded the RIN Richey Medal (best
paper in the RIN Journal of Navigation), in 2013 was awarded
the RIN Harold Spencer-Jones Gold Medal (outstanding contributions to navigation), and in 2016 the RIN J.E.D. Williams
Medal (contributions to the RIN).
He holds a BSc degree in Civil Engineering and PhD degree
in Space Geodesy, both from the University of Nottingham,
where he was promoted to the UK's first Chair of Satellite Navigation in 2001.
The Johannes Kepler Award recognizes and honors an individual for sustained and significant contributions to the development of satellite navigation. It is the highest honor bestowed by
the ION’s Satellite Division.

he Institute of Navigation’s (ION) Satellite Division
presented Professor Terry Moore with its Johannes Kepler
Award September 29, 2017 at the ION GNSS+ Conference for
his outstanding contributions to the development of satellite
navigation through a sustained and distinguished professional
career devoted to research
and teaching.
Professor Terry Moore
has over 30 years of
research experience in
surveying, positioning and
navigation technologies,
and is a consultant and
advisor to European and
UK government organizations and industry. He
has taken a leading role
in national and European
initiatives aimed at integrating academic research
and teaching activities in
GNSS and interacting
closely with industry. Prof.
Moore is credited with extensive work on the introduction and
implementation of WGS 84 as the standard reference systems
for air and marine navigation, as well as the development of
standard software tools for coordinate transformations and map
projections used extensively through the aviation industry. Additionally, he is known for the development of GRINGO software that pioneered the use of raw GPS code and carrier phase
data from low cost Garmin receivers. His work has also includes
the pioneering of novel methods and algorithms for GPS orbit
relaxation; which led to reduced dynamic GPS-based orbit determination for LEO spacecraft, with a real-time implementation.
Prof. Moore is the Director of the Nottingham Geospatial
Institute (NGI) at the University of Nottingham where he has
responsibility for all of NGI’s research and teaching. He is also
the founding Director of GRACE, the GNSS Research and

The MEO missions are dual launches
with two spacecraft going up on the same
rocket, said Jun Shen, also of the China
Satellite Navigation Office. The BD-3
launches will expand the current regional
system to provide global coverage.
“The BD-3 satellite will be equipped
with at least two signals on top of our
B1I signal in the regional system,” Shen
told a meeting of the Civil GPS Service
Interface Committee (CGSIC) a few days
earlier. The new signals are B1C, which
Fall 2017

will be interoperable with GPS L1, and
B2A, which will replace the current B2I
signal and be interoperable with GPS L5.
The five planned BD-3 geostationary
satellites will require dedicated launchers.
Of those five, which will go up in 2019
and 2020, three will be in inclined orbits.
Two additional GEO spacecraft will
launch in support of China’s planned
space-based augmentation system BDSBAS. One is set to go up next year and
the second by 2020. China is also work5

ing on a ground-based augmentation
system and has begun research on underwater, indoor, and deep space navigation.
Japan will launch just one more satellite in 2017. That satellite is special, however, in that it completes the initial QZSS
system. QZSS, which has three spacecraft
in quasi-zenith orbit and one GEO satellite compliments GPS, improves availability and deploys a two-way messaging
capability that could be especially useful
in a natural disaster.
ION Newsletter
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ION GNSS+ Technical Program Committee: Dr. Chris Hegarty, Dr. Kyle Snow, Steve
Malkos, Dr. Alex Stratton, Dr. Frank van Diggelen, Dr. Michael Veth, Dr. Gert Trommer, Eric
Chatre and Patricia Doherty. (Not pictured: Dr. Grace Gao)

The United States’ GPS program has
five GPS III launches planned through
2020, starting with one in 2018, and two
in each of the following years.
Col. Steven Whitney, the director of
the GPS Directorate, said that a review
concluded in the week before the conference had determined that the first GPS
III spacecraft met all the criteria to be
available for launch. However, attention in the GPS program likely will
be focused less on the satellites being
completed and more on a competition
to build the next tranche of GPS III

space vehicles. The request for proposals
will go out later this year with a decision
expected late next year.
Galileo is also buying a set of new
spacecraft and has signed a deal for the
next eight satellites in June. Galileo
executed its first four-satellite, or quad,
launch successfully in November 2016.
The next launch, again for four spacecraft, is to be on December 12 with
another planned for mid-2018.

PARKINSON AWARD

A

ny ION member who is a graduate
student completing a degree program
with an emphasis in GNSS technology,
applications, or policy is eligible for the
award. We would like to thank the altruistic
experts who served on this year’s selection
committee.
Dr. Cagatay Tanil, Illinois Institute
of Technology received the Bradford W.
Parkinson Award for his thesis, Detecting
GNSS Spoofing Attacks Using INS Coupling.
This award, which honors Dr. Parkinson for
his leadership in establishing both the U.S.
Global Positioning System and the Satellite
Division of the ION, included a personalized
plaque and a $2,500 honorarium.
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Best Presentations Awards
Session A1: Applications of Raw GNSS
Measurements from Smartphones

On the Path to Precision - Observations with
Android GNSS Observables: Stuart Riley, Will

Lentz and Adam Clare, Trimble Inc.

Session C1: Aerospace Applications 1

Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation of GPS L1 C/A,
Galileo E1b and BeiDou B1 Weak Signal Tracking
in Highly Elliptical Orbits: Erin Kahr, University

of Calgary, Canada

Session D1: UAV Navigation Technology and
Algorithms (Invited Speakers)

Positioning Autonomy of a Fixed-Wing UAV through
VDM/INS Integration with Experimental Results:

Mehran Khaghani and Jan Skaloud, École
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL),
Switzerland
Session E1: Multisensor Navigation in
Challenging Environments 1

Robust Navigation in GNSS Degraded Environment
Using Graph Optimization: Ryan M. Watson and

Jason N. Groww, West Virginia University

Technology; Mathieu Joerger, The University
of Arizona; Boris. Pervan, Illinois Institute of
Technology
Session C2: Aerospace Applications 2

Application of GPS to Enable Launch Vehicle Upper
Stage Heliocentric Disposal: Evan J. Anzalone,

NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC);
T. Emerson, Oliver, NASA/MSFC/Dynamic
Concepts Incorporated

Session D2: Advanced Integrity Algorithms for
Safe Autonomous Operation
Chips-Message Robust Authentication (Chimera)
for GPS Civilian Signals: Jon M. Anderson,

Canyon Consulting; Katherine L. Carroll, Air
Force Research Laboratory/RVEP; Nathan P.
DeVilbiss, ATA Aerospace; James T. Gillis, The
Aerospace Corporation; Joanna C. Hinks, Air
Force Research Laboratory/RVEP; Brady W.
O’Hanlon, Joseph J. Rushanan, The MITRE
Corporation; Logan Scott, LS Consulting;
Renee A. Yazdi, The MITRE Corporation

Session F1: GNSS Receiver Processing and
Navigation Algorithms 1

Session E2: Multisensor Navigation in
Challenging Environments 2

Lian, Peng Wu, Haowei Xu, Lin Zhang,
Northwestern Polytechnical University, China

Poehlmann, Markus Ulmschneider, Thomas
Jost, and Armin Dammann, German
Aerospace Center (DLR), Germany

Detect and Remove the Blocked Channel in
the Vector Tracking Loop Based on Carrier to
Noise Density Ratio: Xiaojun Zou, Baowang

Session B2: Regional and Global Integrity
Solutions

A Dedicated ARAIM Ground Monitor to Validate the
Integrity Support Message: Yawei Zhai, Shahriar

Kiarash, Michael Jamoom, Illinois Institute of

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
using Terrestrial Multipath Signals, GNSS and
Inertial Sensors: Christian Gentner, Robert

Session F2: GNSS Receiver Processing and
Navigation Algorithms 2
Computationally Efficient Receiver Design
for Mitigating Multipath for Positioning with
LTE Signals: Kimia Shamaei, Joe Khalife,

Souradeep Bhattacharya, and Zaher M.
Kassas, University of California, Riverside
Session A3: Navigation in Urban
Environments

Evaluation of a GNSS Receiver Performance in
Different Multipath Environments with a Novel
Real-time Multipath Simulation System: Tommaso

Panicciari, Mohamed Ali Soliman, Spirent
Communications, UK; Gregory Moura,
OKTAL Synthetic Environment, France
Session B3: The Navigation of Satellites

Autonomous Orbit Determination using
Observations of a Sodium Guide-Star Network:

Mark L. Psiaki, Virginia Tech
Session C3: Marine Applications

Towards a Reliable Bridge Collision Warning
System for Inland Vessel Navigation Based on
RTK Height Determination: Anja Hesselbarth,

Ralf Ziebold, German Aerospace Center
(DLR), Germany; Martin Sandler, Innovative
Navigation GmbH, Germany; Jürgen
Alberding, Maik Uhlemann, Alberding
GmbH, Germany; Michael Hoppe, Martin
Bröschel, Larisa Burmisova, German Federal
Waterways and Shipping Administration
(FVT), Germany
Session D3: Robust Autonomy Innovations for
Robotic Vehicles
Distributed Signals of Opportunity Aided Inertial
Navigation with Intermittent Communication:

Joshua J. Morales and Zaher M. Kassas,
University of California, Riverside
Session F3: GNSS Resilience Technologies
A New GNSS Scintillation Model: Charles L.

ION GNSS+ Student Paper Award
Winners: The Satellite Division

awarded six students with Student
Paper Awards. Student award
winners were selected by recognized
industry and academic experts in
their fields. Pictured: Salil Goel, The
University of Melbourne, Australia;
Jhen-Kai Liao, National Cheng Kung
University, Taiwan; Shuyang Cheng,
The University of New South Wales,
Australia; Hongzhou Yang, University
of Calgary, Canada; Fei Liu,
University of Calgary, Canada; and
Liangchun Xu, Tufts University.
Fall 2017
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Rino, Brian Breitsch, Ju Jaio, Dongyang Xu,
Yu Morton, Colorado State University; Charles
Carrano, Institute for Scientific Research,
Boston College

Autonomous Snow Removal Vehicle: Matthew
A. Klein, Charles Hart, Buck Baskin, Roger
Quinn, Case Western Reserve University

Devices in Cart/Stroller: Amr Al-Hamad,
Abdelrahman Ali, Mostafa Elhoushi and
Jacques Georgy, TDK., Canada

Session B5: Applications in Sectorial Policies
Using a Wide Area Receiver Network to Support
GBAS Ionospheric Monitoring: Maria Caamano,

B6: Future Trends of Satellite Navigation

Session A4: Location and Proximity
Authentication in Mobile Consumer
Applications

Method to Characterize Driving Behavior Based on
Attitude Determination with Only Accelerometer
and Gyro: Paul McBurney, GopherHush Corp

Session B4: Spectrum: Protection and
Optimization
Spoofing Threats: Reality Check, Impact and Cure:

Win De Wilde, Jan Van Hees, Gert Cuypers,
Jan Dumon, Jean-Marie Sleewaegen, Bruno
Bougard, Septentrio Satellite Navigation,
Belgium
Session C4: Land-Based Applications

Landmark Data Selection and Unmapped Obstacle
Detection in Lidar-Based Navigation: Mathieu

Joerger, The University of Arizona; Guillermo
Duenas Arana, Matthew Spenko and Boris
Pervan, Illinois Institute of Technology

Session E4: Navigation Using Environmental
Features

Onboard Train Localization with Track Signatures:
Towards GNSS Redundancy: Oliver Heirich and

Benjamin Siebler, German Aerospace Center
(DLR), Germany

Session F4: High Precision GNSS Positioning
GNSS Antenna Phase Center Variation Calibration
for Attitude Determination on Short Baselines:

Daniel Willi, Michael Meindl, Hui Xui,
Markus Rothacher, Institute of Geodesy and
Photogrammetry, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
Session A5: Autonomous and Assisted
Vehicle Applications
Systems and Algorithms of OTTO-XL: An

®

INSTITUTE OF NAVIGATION

Daniel Gerbeth, Michael Felux, and MihaelaSimona Circiu, German Aerospace Center,
DLR, Germany
Session C5: GNSS+ Augmentations for High
Performance and Safety Critical Applications
Monitoring Space Weather with GNSS Networks:
Expanding GNSS Networks into Northern Alaska
and Northwestern Canada: Anthea J. Coster,

MIT Haystack Observatory; Susan Skone,
University of Calgary, Canada; Donald
Hampton, University of Alaska; Eric
Donovan, University of Calgary, Canada

Session E5: Remote Sensing, Timing, and
Clock Technology

Estimating Height and Thickness of an Ionospheric
Irregularity Layer with a Closely-Spaced GNSS
Receiver Array: Yang Su, Illinois Institute of

Technology; Gary S. Bust, Johns Hopkins
University/APL; Kshitija B. Deshpande,
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University;
Seebany Datta-Barua, Illinois Institute of
Technology

Session F5: Atmospheric Science and Space
Applications

Long-Term Analysis of Carrier Phase Residual
Variations Using Geometry-Ionosphere-Free
Combination of Triple-Frequency GPS Observations:

Brian Breitsch, Jade Morton and Charles
Rino, Colorado State University
Session A6: Autonomous Systems - NonGNSS and Sensor Positioning

Feasibility Study of Using UAVs as GNSS Satellites:

Daniel S. Maier, Thomas Kraus, Ronny
Blum, Mathias Philips-Blum, Thomas
Pany, Universität der Bundeswehr München,
Germany
Session C6: Precise Point Positioning (PPP)
and L-band Services
Do We Need Ambiguity Resolution in MultiGNSS PPP for Accuracy or Integrity?: Garrett

Seepersad, John Aggrey and Sunil Bisnath,
York University, Canada
Session D6: GNSS Interference Detection and
Localization Algorithms
GPS Spoofer Localization for PMUs Using MultiReceiver Direct Time Estimation: Sriramya

Bhamidipati and Grace Xingxin Gao,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Session E6: Next Generation RF, Antenna
and Digital Signal Processing Receiver
Techniques

Effect of Antenna Pattern Uniformity on the
Pseudorange Tracking Error: Stefano Caizzone,

Mihaela-Simona Circiu, Wahid Elmarissi,
Christoph Enneking, Michael Felux, Kazeem
A. Yinusa, German Aerospace Center (DLR),
Germany
Session F6: GNSS Augmentation Systems and
Integrity
Multi-Constellation T-RAIM: An Experimental
Evaluation: Ciro Gioia and Daniel Borio,

European Commission, Joint Research Centre
(JRC), Italy
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Marvin B. May

Navigation and the
Lewis and Clark Expedition
D

A map of the
Lewis and Clark
Expedition.
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uring the years subsequent to the American
Revolution, Charlottesville Virginia was a small,
rural town, at the edge of the new country’s landscape. What made Charlottesville unique was the
confluence of Virginia farming families, among them
the Lewis’, Jeffersons’, Clarks’ and Randolphs’, who
resided near there and had a vision for expansion of
towards the vast West. Charlottesville was the home
of two Presidents, Thomas Jefferson and James Monroe. While both served as Governor of Virginia, they
lived in Charlottesville, and traveled to and from the
state capitol, Richmond, along the 71 mile historic
Three Notch’d Road. James Madison, the country’s
fourth President, lived only 26 miles from Charlottesville in nearby Orange County, Virginia.
It was Thomas Jefferson, along with his Secretary
of State James Madison, that had the vision for
surveys and westward expansion to gain access to
international markets for American farm products.
This vision was threatened, however, when France
regained control of the Louisiana territory. Napoleon, who had now risen to power during the French
Revolution, threatened to block American access to
the important port of New Orleans on the Mississippi River. New American settlements west of the

9

Appalachian Mountains depended upon river transport to get their goods to market since overland trade
to the east was expensive and impractical.
Blocking American access to New Orleans was
such a grave threat to American interests that President Jefferson considered changing his traditional
foreign policy stance to an anti-French alliance with
the British. At the same time that he sent diplomats
to France to bargain for continued trade access along
the Mississippi, he also sent diplomats to Britain
to pursue other policy options. James Monroe, the
top person negotiating in Paris, was empowered to
purchase New Orleans and West Florida for between
two and ten million dollars.
Surprisingly, however, Napoleon offered much
more. He was militarily overextended and desperately in need of money to continue his war against
Britain. Knowing full well that he could not force
Americans out of the land France possessed in North
America, Napoleon offered all of the Louisiana
Territory to the U.S. for $15 million. The massive
territory, which was largely unsurveyed, stretched
from the Mississippi River to the Rocky Mountains
and would more than double the size of the United
States. The sale was consummated in 1803, for an
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Historic
navigation
instruments
such as
were used
by the Lewis
and Clark
Expedition.

effective price of four cents per acre.
After the Louisiana Purchase, Thomas
Jefferson wanted to get an accurate sense
of the new land and its resources. The
President also hoped to find a “direct and
practicable water communication across
this continent, for the purposes of commerce with Asia.” In addition, Jefferson
placed special importance on declaring
U.S. sovereignty over the Native Americans along the Missouri River. Jefferson,
whose mentor George Washington, was
once a professional surveyor, turned to his
Charlottesville connections, for the task
of discovering and documenting the vast
territory that was only occupied by Native
American Indians.
In 1801, Merriwether Lewis had been
appointed as an aide by President Jefferson, whom he knew through Virginia
society in Charlottesville. Lewis resided in
the presidential mansion, and frequently
conversed with various prominent figures
in politics, the arts and other circles. He
compiled information on the personnel
and politics of the United States Army,
which had seen an influx Federalist officers as a result of “midnight appointments” made by outgoing president John
Adams in 1801.
When Jefferson began to plan for an
expedition across the continent, he chose
Lewis to lead the expedition. The Lewis
and Clark Expedition from May 1804 to
September 1806, also known as the Corps
of Discovery Expedition, was the first
American expedition to cross what is now
the western portion of the United States.
ION Newsletter

It began near St. Louis, made its way westward, and passed through the continental
divide to reach the Pacific coast.
The Corps of Discovery comprised a
selected group of U.S. Army volunteers
under the command of Captain Meriwether Lewis and his close friend, Second
Lieutenant William Clark. There had
been a slight mix-up on the part of the
bureaucracy, which had assigned Clark a
rank lower to Lewis’s, as this was ostensibly a military-sponsored expedition. Lewis
regarded the commission as nothing more
than a mistake and treated Clark as an
equal throughout the expedition.
The two-year exploration by Lewis and
Clark was the first transcontinental expedition to the Pacific Coast by the United
States; however, it reached the Pacific 12
years after Sir Alexander Mackenzie had
done so overland in Canada.
When they left Fort Mandan, near St.
Louis, in April 1804 they were accompanied by the sixteen-year-old Shoshone
Indian woman, Sacajawea, the wife of the
French-Canadian fur trader, Toussaint
Charbonneau. The Corps of Discovery
made contact with many Native Americans in the trans-Mississippi West and
found them accustomed to dealing with
European traders and already connected
to global markets.
After crossing the Rocky Mountains,
the expedition reached the Oregon Country (which was disputed land beyond
the Louisiana Purchase) and the Pacific
Ocean in November 1805. They returned
in 1806, bringing with them an immense
10

amount of information and navigation
data about the region.
The expedition demonstrated the possibility of overland travel to the Pacific
coast. The success of their journey helped
to strengthen the American concept of
“Manifest Destiny” — the idea that the
United States was ordained to span North
America from Atlantic to Pacific.
Tools of Empire
Much of what Lewis and Clark had to do
in terms of their own mapmaking was to
ascertain the accuracy of Indian information by doing what we call today “ground
truthing” — checking Indian data against
their own visual observations — and “celestial reckoning,” using the instruments
they carried for the purpose of fulfilling
Jefferson’s instructions to “take [careful]
observations of latitude & longitude.”
To fulfill these tasks they used instruments: spirit and telescopic levels, several
compasses including a surveyor’s compass
or circumferentor with extra needles and
even a magnet to “polarize” them, a sextant, a “Hadley’s quadrant” or octant, rods
and chains, telescopes, artificial horizons,
drafting instruments, a very early version of a measuring tape, and a clock or
chronometer. They also used books and
tables giving the daily locations of sun,
moon, and planets for use in computing geographical position after obtaining
sightings of these “celestial objects.”
The two most important groups of
items of the Lewis and Clark Expedition,
if cost is the measure, were mapping/
Fall 2017
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navigation instruments and gifts for native
peoples: these were the tools of empire,
necessary in establishing a claim to place
and space and defending that claim
through trade. On July 22, 1804, while
at White Catfish Camp on the Missouri
River, ten miles above the mouth of the
Platte River, Lewis took time to enter
into his journal brief descriptions of the
instruments he and Clark used in making
celestial observations.
“1st— a brass Sextant of 10 Inches
radius, graduated to 15’ which by the
assistance of the nonius was devisible to
15”; and half of this sum by means of
the micrometer could readily be distinguished, therefore—7.5” of an angle was
perceptible with this instrument; she
was also furnished with three eye-pieces,
consisting of a hollow tube and two
telescopes one of which last reversed the
images of observed objects. finding on
experiment that the reversing telescope
when employed as the eye-piece gave
me a more full and perfect image than
either of the others, I have most generally
imployed it in all the observations made
with this instrument; when thus prepared
I found from a series of observations that
the quantity of her index error was 8’
45”—; this sum is therefore considered as
the standing error of the instrument unless otherwise expressly mentioned. The
altitudes of all objects, observed as well
with this instrument as with the Octant
were by mens of a reflecting surface; and
those stated to have been taken with
the sextant are the degrees, minutes,
& shewn by the graduated limb of the
instrument at the time of observation
and are of course the double altitudes of
the objects observed. A common Octant
of 14 Inches radius, graduated to 20’,
which by means of the nonius was devisible to 1’, half of this sum, or 30” was
perceptible by means of a micrometer.
this instrument was prepared for both the
fore and back observation; her error in
the fore observation is 2°+, & in the back
observation 2° 11’ 40.3”+ at the time
of our departure from the River Dubois
untill the present moment, the sun’s
altitude at noon has been too great to be
reached with my sextant, for this purpose
I have therefore employed the Octant
by the back observation. The degrees ‘
& “ [minutes and seconds], recorded
Fall 2017

for the sun’s altitude
by the back observation express only the
angle given by the
graduated limb of the
instrument at the time
of observation, and are
the complyment of the
double Altitude of the
sun’s observed limb;
if therefore the angle recorded be taken
from 180° the remainder will be the
double altitude of the observed object,
or that which would be given by the fore
observation with a reflecting surface.”

Both Lewis and Clark were reasonably
proficient in the use of these instruments
and for 28 months, as long as the Expedition was on the move, a part of the
daily routine was the determination of
latitude, logging measurements related to
longitude, and the calculation of course
with a surveyor’s compass, time with a
hand wound chronometer, and distance
of travel with a surveyor’s chain over land
or a rope log with “knots” in it when in
a river. Clark, in particular, meticulously
created 140 compass traverse maps that
showed the route they traveled each day.
Of particular benefit to the expedition was
the geographical information obtained
from the Native Indians they encountered
whose cooperation was expedited by the
presence of Sakajawea.
Even during those times when Lewis
and Clark were fixed in location for
lengthy periods of time, such as at Fort
Mandan and Fort Clatsop, the “mathematical instruments” saw almost daily use,
weather permitting. In this, the captains
followed Jefferson’s instructions to the
letter and throughout the Expedition
made the two basic types of geographical
observations their sponsor had requested:
(1) daily measurements of local features,
taken continually during a day’s travel;
and (2) the more abstract measurements
of latitude and longitudinal position,
usually made by astronomical observation
when and where atmospheric conditions
allowed, but most commonly at camp
during the night. Their guides were the
sun, moon and the stars.
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A period earth lodge in North Dakota.

Actually, Lewis and Clark made and
recorded their own determinations of
latitude as this was a relatively simple
calculation that did not require accurate
Greenwich Mean Time. Their determinations of longitude, however, using the
chronometers, celestial instrumentation,
astronomical tables and techniques available in the early 19th century, were crude
and their longitude errors have been the
subject of 20th century research by navigation historians.
Today’s Charlottesville commemorates
the historic Lewis and Clarke Expedition
with an impressive statue, dedicated in
1912, and located at a prominent and
historic geographic intersection less than
one-half a mile from the controversial
Robert E. Lee monument.
In addition to the historically accurate
depictions of Lewis, Clark and Sakajawea,
there are written descriptions supplemented by carvings which represent significant
aspects of their journey. These include a
buffalo hunt, tribal council, lines representing a river, the American eagle and
the seals of both the United States and
the state of Virginia. The statue represents
not only the first public depiction of the
famous Corps of Discovery, but expresses
the popular sentiments of the day towards
the general themes of exploration, national purpose and conquest of the wilderness
of North America.
Several Internet references were utilized
in preparation of this article and especially
notable was: http://www.edgate.com/lewisandclark/mapping_on_trail.html.
Marvin B. May is Chief Navigation
Technologist for Mayven Engineering and
the Applied Research Laboratory of the
Pennsylvania State University. His email is
mbm16@arl.psu.edu.
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Technology Driven/Technology Addicted

The Arleigh
Burke-class
guided-missile
destroyer USS
Fitzgerald (DDG
62) returns to Fleet
Activities (FLEACT)
Yokosuka following
a collision with a
merchant vessel
while operating
southwest of
Yokosuka, Japan.
(U.S. Navy photo by Mass
Communication Specialist
1st Class Peter Burghart/
Released)

Doug Taggart

President
Overlook
Systems
Technologies, Inc.
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am having a very hard time rationalizing how two
U.S. Navy guided-missile destroyers, the USS John
S. McCain (DDG 56) and the USS Fitzgerald (DDG
62), were both involved in collisions at sea with cargo
ships just a few weeks apart this past summer.
My own experiences of being a qualified Officer
of the Deck (OOD) on a Coast Guard cutter nearly
40 years ago are conflicted with my recognition that
the application of technology is supposed to bring
tremendous benefit in the form of safety, efficiency,
and situational awareness over how we used to operate back then.
A Navy official being interviewed for one of the
news articles surrounding these events stated, “[I]t’s
no secret that a lot of things had to go wrong for this
to happen to these ships.”
Very soon after the two incidents occurred, press
articles began to speculate that either the ships
were hacked, or that their navigation systems were
spoofed. In essence, it was immediately assumed that
something must have gone wrong with technology to
have allowed these two collisions to happen.
Further tipping the balance toward a technologycentric cause/solution answer (and before the
investigations are completed), the Navy is already
taking steps to suggest a more prominent role for
technology to “fix” the problem by issuing orders for
ship commanders operating in congested waterways
to actively broadcast their ships’ positions via the
Automatic Identification System (AIS).
AIS is a maritime navigation safety communications system standardized by the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) and adopted by
the International Maritime Organization (IMO).
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AIS provides vessel information, including the vessel’s
identity, type, position, course, speed, navigational
status, and other safety-related information automatically to appropriately equipped shore stations,
other ships, and aircraft; receives automatically such
information from similarly fitted ships; monitors and
tracks ships; and exchanges data with shore-based
facilities. The working mode of AIS is continuous
and autonomous.
Warships are exempt from the AIS IMO requirements, but many do have AIS installed for use when
navigating busy sea lanes and when near a commercial
port. Moreover, ship captains can switch to a “signal
receiving mode only” to avoid exposing their position.
On the Other Hand . . .
In supporting the Navy’s order to broadcast AIS
information, an official was quoted as saying “When
you get close to a port, where people can see you
from the hotels in Singapore, it doesn’t make a
whole lot of sense to not have AIS on.”
That might seem like a reasonable justification, but
AIS information on a ship’s movement is not simply
limited to the local harbormaster and nearby ships.
By the nature of AIS operation, such information is
available in real-time and can be accessed by those
well beyond any hotel windows surrounding a port.
Considering operational security issues, taking
the step to widely advertise a warship’s location in
real-time is moving the pendulum too far in the
direction of leaping to a technology-based solution
for a defense infrastructure asset that is founded on
peacetime civilian technology.
Under other circumstances, such civil technology–
based enhancements, when combined with the peacetime “learned” procedures and practices by crewmembers, will only serve to diminish the ability of that same
warship’s crew to operate and maneuver effectively in
situations where that technology may not be activated
or trustworthy in a battlefield environment.
The Department of Defense is rapidly transforming its force structure to a paradigm where combat
efficiency is directly proportional to the synchronized
deployment and effective utilization of all available
resources — to include human, machine, electronic
equipment, weapon systems, and armament.
This force structure employment strategy requires
smart decision making founded on assurance of acFall 2017
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Damage to the portside is visible as the guided-missile destroyer USS
John S. McCain (DDG 56) steers towards Changi Naval Base, Republic of Singapore, following a collision with the merchant vessel Alnic
MC while underway east of the Straits of Malacca and Singapore.
Significant damage to the hull resulted in flooding to nearby compartments, including crew berthing, machinery, and communications
rooms. Damage control efforts by the crew halted further flooding.
(U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Joshua Fulton)

curate and timely processing of data acquired from a wide variety
of sources. It also requires use of technology to gain information
about the adversary and is continuously looking beyond the immediate physical domain of the battlefield. At the same time, this
strategy requires informed restraint in the application of technology
that may create unrealistic expectations of access or may be vulnerable to an adversary’s countermeasures.
The future battlefield will certainly be shaped by technology, and
technological superiority will in most cases determine the outcome
of future battles on land, air, or sea. However, we must be cautious
about which technologies we employ and how those technologies
are threaded through systems supporting military operations.

Tutorials: July 9
Show Dates: July 10–11

Hyatt Regency
Long Beach, California

The Human Element
I expect that the Navy will continue its in-depth investigations,
and the results of those inquiries will reveal the circumstances
that resulted in these two accidents. But with those facts yet to
be revealed, I do wonder how much our growing dependence
on technology may factor into each event. Is it instead possible
that greater involvement of the human resources aboard each
ship could have been better able to prevent the accidents than an
increased reliance on technology did not?
Perhaps these investigations will instead reveal that we cannot
rely solely on technology and that we must be able to operate effectively when the primary technologies we depend upon may be
unavailable or unreliable. Train-as-you-fight, under all conditions,
must remain part of the military’s doctrine.
Otherwise, these events (and the Navy’s immediate response
to them) could be a telltale of how the ever-growing and unquestioned role of technology in modern system functionality, both
within and outside the military environment, could result in
increasing vulnerability when such technology is either untrustworthy or unavailable.
Fall 2017
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Senator Richard
Blumenthal with ION
Congressional fellow,
Dr. Kyle Wesson.

A YEAR IN REVIEW

Navigating the Hill as
ION’s Congressional Fellow
by Dr. Kyle Wesson

I

n my final month as a fellow in Senator Blumenthal’s office, I commented
several times to friends that “I was just
now beginning to feel confident.” After
year on the Hill, I could finally say that I
understood how to advance the Senator’s
agenda and policy, whether it was drafting legislation, engaging with stakeholders, or framing questions for hearings.
Despite a weeks-long orientation designed to familiarize me with my upcoming staffer role in Congress, nothing beat
the daily on-the-job training. I learned
policy, politics, and procedure through
osmosis, picking up ideas, concepts, and
strategy on-the-fly. Our office’s weekly
legislative meetings were informative and
illuminating, as were informal chats with
colleagues and meetings with well-connected stakeholders. Even a fortuitous
elevator ride became fruit for policy.
My sense of belonging on the Hill
increased as I gained experience and
expertise. I became fluent in the Hill’s obscure and peculiar jargon — whether that
ION Newsletter

was tossing out the phrase “deficit neutral
reserve fund,” commenting on “cloture,”
or cracking a joke where the punch line
was the wonky wording “in the nature
of a substitute.” I became comfortable
walking into the Capitol, through dense
crowds of reporters trailing Senators on
their way to vote and past television crews
focusing their cameras and microphones
on podiums for upcoming press conferences. After a while, riding the elevator
or underground subway with a Senator
became commonplace. And, I learned
that even the Senate floor, for all of its
historical significance and political importance, was a bit stuffy and cramped. Yet
I was proud to call the Senate my home
for the past year along with thousands of
overworked, underpaid staffers and those
one hundred idiosyncratic Senators.
Senator Blumenthal’s office has a
tradition of inviting departing staffers
to recount their three highs and their
three lows. I found this difficult, for as
Shakespeare’s Hamlet once said, “There is
14

nothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so.” My fellowship was an
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity filled with
unique experiences and memories. Without judgment, here are some of my most
memorable experiences.
I will remember the surreal experience of walking through the subdued
Senate buildings the morning following
the 2016 presidential election. Similarly,
I will also remember watching the riot
police fan out to protect the Capitol as
I made my way in to the office on the
morning of the inauguration to hand out
admission tickets.
I will remember the honor of working
alongside some of the most indefatigable
and good-spirited colleagues. When the
going got tough, and then tougher still,
the Senator’s staff never flinched. The
Senator is lucky to have each and every
person on his staff supporting him.
I will remember introducing two bills
for the Senator in the 115th Congress:
the Cabin Air Safety Act of 2017 (S.
1626) and the Medical Device Cybersecurity Act of 2017 (S. 1656). I was
pleased to contribute my time and energy
to both bills and advocate for them as
amendments for the FAA Reauthorization and the FDA User Fees Reauthorization, respectively.
I will remember watching Senator
Blumenthal request unanimous consent
to grant me floor privileges so that I
could watch the health care debate from
the Senate floor itself. My name is now
part of the Congressional Record for July
26, 2017.
I will remember calling the
Transportation Security Administration
to inquire why the agency posted a
picture on their Twitter feed of a live
20-pound lobster after removing it from
checked baggage for inspection. The
lobster, it turned out, was owned by a
Connecticut constituent who believed
that her privacy had been violated and
Fall 2017

requested assistance from the Senator to learn more. Somehow, I
got put on lobster duty.
I will remember waking up to read tweets (not once but twice)
by @realDonaldTrump criticizing Senator Blumenthal after the
Senator discussed the importance of and need for an independent special prosecutor on national news. I then got to observe
how an experienced and professional Senate communications
team weathered media firestorms with aplomb.
Finally, I will remember making friendships and memories
with colleagues, other Congressional fellows, mentors, and
friends over the past year that would have been impossible
otherwise. It was a pleasure to share meals in the Senate dining
room, act as a tour guide in the Capitol, and keep those “outside
the D.C. bubble” up-to-date on the Hill’s happenings.
I am grateful that I could serve as a fellow in the U.S. Senate. My successful fellowship was only possible with the help
of Senator Blumenthal’s incredible staff who supported and
coached me every day. I am grateful to the American Association for Advancement of Science who administered my fellowship and coordinated the program’s extensive orientation. I owe
a large debt of gratitude to the Institute of Navigation and to its
many members for trusting me to serve as their representative
on the Hill. For all of you who helped me along my journey,
thank you.
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from page 1
The initial public comment process for this
free and open standard will be active until
December 31, 2017. Readers are encouraged to submit feedback at <sdr.ion.org>.
Background
GNSS SDRs are a rapidly advancing area
in GNSS receiver research and design. The
last few years have seen tremendous growth
in this field. Universities and other research
institutions have developed and demonstrated advanced capabilities, particularly
with respect to multi-constellation GNSS
and GNSS-plus-multi-sensor navigation
processing for challenging environments.
The recent commercial availability of
multi-sensor data collection equipment,
development platforms, and open-source
software projects have catalyzed this rapid
pace of innovation. Indeed, SDR will
likely become a significant commercial
GNSS receiver architecture by the end of
this decade due to today’s ongoing deployment of multiple global and regional satnav constellations with their diverse signal
structures, along with rapid advancements
in parallel low-power processors and inexpensive sensors.
Non-realtime SDR operational scenarios
involve storage and post-processing of
samples. These sampled data files can also
be used in RF playback systems for GNSS
receiver test and evaluation in the lab. Postprocessing and/or playback requires several
generic front-end parameters such as RF
and IF center frequencies, sample rate, file
format, as well as GNSS-specific information, such as antenna location and type.
We call such information GNSS SDR
metadata. Manual transfer of metadata is
the method predominantly used today — a
process that is cumbersome and error prone
to say the least. No established method exists to exchange this metadata automatically.
During the ION GNSS+ 2013 conference, a group of attendees discussed
the need for a formal standard for the
exchange of GNSS SDR metadata. This
group identified the following benefits:
• Establishing a standard brings the
international GNSS SDR community
together as a working group. This col16

laboration is critical for achieving broad
acceptance and use of the standard.
• Standardization will help to avoid
technology segmentation issues while
promoting the pace of innovation by
means of standard practices and compliant tools.
• The formal standard, if widely adopted,
will help ensure compatibility and
interoperability of future GNSS SDRs.
Specifically, front-end agnostic “plugand-play” SDRs are envisioned. These
have the potential for revolutionizing
positioning, navigation, and timing
(PNT) systems of the future.
Most authors of significant GNSS SDR
publications and contributions over the
past two decades are ION members and
frequent meeting attendees. Hence, we
decided to pursue this standard through
ION sponsorship.
During the January 2014 Council
Meeting in San Diego, the ION approved
establishing a formal standard and formed
the SDR Metadata Working Group (WG)
in April 2014. WG members represent
academia, industry (including GNSS
SDR product vendors as well as traditional GNSS equipment manufacturers),
non-profit research entities, and government agencies from around the world.
SDR Data Collection Topologies
The ION Executive Committee stipulated
that this standardization effort should not
create an unfair advantage or disadvantage
to any entity. Specifically, the standard
shall not require any existing GNSS SDR
system to undergo data format changes to
achieve compliance.
This “do no harm” stipulation implies
that the standard be designed such that it
supports all current and future SDR file
formats. This also means that the WG
must "get it right the first time" as major
revisions to the standard would be undesirable and adverse to the goal of widespread adoption. Hence, we considered
the entire space of possible GNSS SDR
data collection topologies. The accompanying figure illustrates these topologies.
Figure (a) illustrates the simplest data
Fall 2017
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SDR Data Collection Topologies

collection topology that can exist. This is
when a single swath of RF spectrum (referenced henceforth as a ‘band’) is downconverted and sampled to produce a
single data stream. The stream, which may
be IF sampled (real samples) or baseband
sampled (complex samples) is written to
disk as a single file.
Figure (b) represents a data collection
system (DCS) that writes parts of a single
data stream across multiple files. This may
reduce the sustained write performance
requirement of storage drives (similar to
striping mode in RAID systems).
Figure (c) is similar to (a) except that
the data stream represents more than one
RF band. An example of this topology is a
direct RF sampling front-end architecture
that intentionally aliases multiple bands to
fall next to each other at baseband. Some
bands may be spectrally inverted as a result
of the digital down-conversion process.
A DCS may produce multiple data
streams. Each stream may contain information from one of many antenna elements (as shown in Figure (d), where each
stream may also encompass multiple bands
as in Figure (c). Alternatively, a stream may
be sampling one of several bands received
by a single wideband antenna, where the
multiplexed streams written to file represents channelized samples. Combinations
of these are also possible.
Each stream may also be sampled at
different rates and bit depths. For example,
consider a civilian GPS L1, L2, and L5
system. In this case, the L1 and L2 streams
may be sampled at rate f0 and the L5
stream at 10·f0 (since the L5 signal’s nullto-null bandwidth is ten times wider than
L1 C/A and L2C), where f0 represents
the base sample rate. Figure (d) may also
represent how these multiple streams are
multiplexed into a single lane of packed
binary data and written to a single file.
Similar to Figure (d), Figure (e) illustrates a GNSS data stream multiplexed
with other data that is written to a single
file. This non-GNSS SDR data may be
from additional sensors (as shown) and
may be written in a proprietary format
that may or may not be known.
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Fundamental GNSS SDR Data Collection Topologies

The specification of metadata parameters for non-GNSS data is outside the
scope of the present standardization
effort. However, the standard must support adequate information to skip over
such non-GNSS data bytes. Because the
metadata schema is extensible, it can cover
the description of non-GNSS SDR data
as needed by specific users.
Note that, although we use the term
GNSS SDR data to generally refer to the
type of sampled data for which the standard
defines metadata parameters, the samples
need not correspond to GNSS frequency
bands. For example, frequency bands
containing RF signals of opportunity are
supported as long as they can be represented
by the standard’s metadata parameters.
Due to the typically high data rate of
GNSS SDRs, some DCSs write data as
temporally split files, as illustrated in Figure
(f). This allows for efficient data management through multiple smaller files compared to a single large file. The metadata
for each file must associate the previous
and next files in order to represent the
sequence. Note that the DCS block shown
in Figure (f) could represent any of those
described in topologies (a) through (e).
Figure (g) illustrates spatial splitting of
files. Here, the binary data lanes from two
or more DCSs are written to separate files.
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These files may be written by different
computer systems. In this case, a non-zero
inter-system timing offset, Δt, may exist
and must be supported in the standard.
Since Δt may or may not be known
at time of collection, it represents an
example metadata parameter that may be
back-annotated into the metadata file after
an initial pass of SDR data processing.
Multi-lane DCSs that write each lane
to a separate file may also implement
temporal file splitting according to (f ).
We call this spatial-temporal splitting, as
illustrated in Figure (h).
Since multi-stream-multi-file data
collection topologies — i.e., figures (g)
and (h) — produce multiple data files applicable to a given time interval, the SDR
processor must be “introduced” to the full
or partial set of lanes associated with the
topology. This is covered by lane selection
parameters in the standard.
Further Reading
The complete standard is available online
and may be downloaded from the ION
website <sdr.ion.org>, where an application
programming interface (API), sample data
files, and a public comment form are also
available. An expanded version of the article
will also appear in the November/December issue of Inside GNSS magazine.
ION Newsletter
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This cloud-free Sea-viewing
Wide Field-of-view Sensor
(SeaWiFS) view of the Black
Sea (top) reveals the colorful
interplay of currents on the
lake’s surface. The eastern
portion of the Mediterranean Sea, which supplies a
warmer overlay of water, is
visible at the bottom.

Black Sea MAP Project photography

3D photogrammetric
image of the Roman
Galley found buried in
the silt in the “Black Sea
Graveyard” of ships this
year. The masts are intact,
as is the rope used in the
ship.

Airless Time Machine

I

magine stepping out of a time machine
and finding an ancient shipwreck from
the time of Socrates — a vessel described in
the classics that no modern person has ever
seen. Or a sunken ship from the Ottoman
empire, with carved wooden balustrades
and statues perfectly preserved.
For the past three years, European
scientists in a research ship on the Bulgarian Black Sea coast have been mapping
the seabed. Their bonus prize has been the
discovery of dozens of ancient shipwrecks,
some in pristine condition.
The Black Sea is a logical place to find
such things, of course, and maritime
archaeologists have made many spectacular
discoveries. The warm salty Mediterranean
flows into and over this body of water,
which is essentially a cool and less-saline
lake. The result: a difference in density and
an airless layer 500 feet or so below the
surface.
ION Newsletter

This region has been a major shipping
route for several thousand years and when
ships sink into the waters of the Black
Sea, the lake-bottom dead zone creatures
that chomp on flesh, bone, wood, textiles,
and other archaeological delights cannot
survive long enough in the silt to digest
shipwrecks and other archaeological
delights.
After three years of fieldwork, The Black
Sea MAP project scientists have discovered
around 60 ships spanning 2,500 years. The
oldest was built during the golden age of
Athens. Others sank during the Roman,
Byzantine, and Ottoman empires up to
the 17th to 19th centuries. In some cases,
preservation is so perfect that ropes are
found still wrapped around the masts.
And modern technologies — remotely
operated vehicles (ROVs), photogrammetry — can let us see these wonders
without disturbing their resting place and
18

generate detailed 3D images that appear
hyperrealistic.
The Surveyor Interceptor, a high-speed
ROV, is one of the tools that make these
discoveries possible. Designed for underwater geophysical surveys, it has a sustained
speed of more than six knots and dove as
deep as 5,900 feet during this project. It
navigates by means of ultra-short baseline
(USBL) positioning, inertial navigation,
and Doppler and carries sonar, a laser scanner, and high-definition cameras.
The exact area where this undersea
museum was found remains off the record,
to guarantee its safety. But over the next
decades, who knows what we’ll find out
about the history of maritime navigation,
now that we have a virtual time machine
to show us the vessels and navigation
instruments of people long dead.
WEBSITE: <http://cma.soton.ac.uk/
research/black-sea-map>
Fall 2017
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Scopoli’s Shearwater in flight.
Photo by Martina Nolte/Wikimedia Commons

It Just Doesn’t Smell Right

A

ttached firmly to the ground as we
are, it’s no wonder that we keep
trying to find out how those winged
creatures overhead always seem to know
where they’re going.
It’s not easy to fly hundreds or more
miles over varying terrain and landmarks
that often disappear. How birds navigate
over long distances is a complex question
and has been the subject of debate and
controversy among scientists for decades.
Scientists have suspected that Earth’s
magnetic field and each bird’s sense of
smell are among the key factors. Now
European researchers from Oxford,
Barcelona, and Pisa have proven to their
satisfaction that smell is the key factor in
long-distance oceanic navigation.
They experimented with a group of
seagoing Mediterranean birds called a
Scopoli’s Shearwater. Related to some of
the most impressive, distance fliers in the
world, they can’t walk on land worth beans.
The birds come to the resort islands
of Spain to hatch a single egg. While
they wait, the parents take turns flying

A Spy under the Bed

L

iRobot photo

ots of stories out of Silicon Valley
about how we, positioning technology users, aren’t the consumers . . . we’re
the product.
Take the perky robotic vacuum cleaner,
Roomba, whose internal map of your
home — created on the go using simultaneous location and
mapping (SLAM)
technology —
helps it navigate
more effectively.
Colin Angle, the
CEO of Roomba’s
manufacturer, iRoRoomba in action
bot, said in a recent interview with
Reuters, “There’s an entire ecosystem of
things and services that the smart home
can deliver once you have a rich map of
the home that the user has allowed to be
shared,” He also mentioned that Amazon,
Fall 2017

between their nests and the Catalan coast
on long-distance foraging runs for squid
and other interesting stuff. Once the kids
are fledged, most of the flock spends its
time off the west coast of Africa and the
east coast of Brazil.
In this new experiment, the researchers closely followed the movements and
behavior of 32 free-ranging Scopoli’s
shearwaters off the coast of Menorca. The
birds were split into three groups, all carrying miniature GPS loggers. One group
was given zinc sulphate nose drops to
make them temporarily unable to smell.
The second carried small magnets and the
third group was the control.
The seabirds were then released to the
wild. The scientists said, “All birds went out
on foraging trips as normal, gained weight,
and returned to exchange incubation
periods with their partners. Thus, removing
a bird’s sense of smell does not appear to
impair either its motivation to return home
or its ability to forage effectively.”
However, the first group behaved
differently while they were on the open

Alphabet, or Apple might be open to a
deal to buy those maps of user homes,
sometime in the near future.
An article in MIT Technology Review
said that the “rich map” described by
Angle would be available only on newer
and higher-end models with an installed
camera in addition to standard-issue
short-range infrared and laser sensors.
And that it wouldn’t sell the data without
permission.
A couple of years ago, iRobot added
the camera plus SLAM sensors and
software to its product to allow it to build
a map of its work area and keep track of
itself within it.
Right now, the deal consumers make
is less privacy in exchange for free use.
It’d be another link in the chain if you
had to pay $1,000 for a vacuum AND let
it make money off the pictures of your
unmade beds.
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sea on their way to
the nest. “Instead of
being well-oriented
towards home when
they were out of sight of land,” the researchers said, they birds took “curiously
straight but poorly oriented flights across
the ocean, as if following a compass bearing away from the foraging grounds without being able to update their position.”
Their orientation improved when approaching land, suggesting that Shearwaters must consult an olfactory map when
out of sight of land, but away from the
open sea they can find home using familiar landscape features. The research is
published in the journal Scientific Reports.

Corporate
Profile
Veth Research Associates, LLC
www.vethresearch.com
We design, build, and test high
accuracy navigation and tracking
systems for GPS-degraded / denied
environments. Our practical design
approach includes sensor fusion,
software development, and modeling. Our hardware construction
expertise allows us to convert these
ideas to prototypes using state of
the art sensors and techniques.
Our world-class team of flight test
engineers has 50+ combined years
of T&E experience. VRA excels
in all phases of rapid end-to-end
prototyping.
Applications of our technology
include: Vehicle / dismount tracking,
weapon trajectory reconstruction,
4-D precision reference, real-time
TSPI for weapons and UAS, and
sensor fusion.
For more information on corporate
membership in the Institute of
Navigation, please contact Kenneth P.
Esthus at 703-366-2723 extension 1004
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ION News and Notes
Dayton Section News

T

He described a technique that uses a
celestial navigation system to image
reference objects with known positions
and velocities, e.g., cooperating aircraft,
against the background ﬁeld of stars. The
information from the reference objects
is used to determine one's position
and velocity in addition to the attitude
angles. Continuous communication with
the cooperating
aircraft is necessary.
At our October
12 meeting, the
section heard Dr.
Don Venable of the
Air Force Research
Laboratory give
an overview of
his dissertation
Dr. Don Venable (left) and
research in which

he ION Dayton Section has begun
its 2017–2018 season with two wellattended luncheon meetings.
On September 14, Major Scott
Pierce, last year's section chair and a
professor at the Air Force Institute of
Technology, spoke to the group on
the topic "Accurate Navigation for
Low-Flying Vehicles without GPS."

Major Scott Pierce (left) and
Mark Carroll

he implemented an algorithm that
matched airborne imagery to maps
previously derived from satellite data,
with the goal of achieving GPS-like
position accuracy.
Dr. Venable described some of
the challenges of employing vision
navigation in an aircraft and how his
algorithm dealt with them. His system
was successfully flight-tested in a
navigation pod, carried on a Cessna 172,
at the Dugway Proving Grounds in Utah.
The section will meet again on
Thursday, November 9.

Mark Carroll

2-1, Nakase, Mihama, Chiba, 261-0023, JAPAN
https://iain2018.org
Important Dates
Call for abstracts
Open online registration
Abstract submission deadline
Paper submission deadline
Early registration ends
Late Registration ends

ION Newsletter

Oct. 1, 2017
Feb. 28, 2018
May 31, 2018
July 31, 2018
Sept. 30, 2018
Nov. 12, 2018
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Cognizant
Autonomous Systems
FOR
Safety Critical
Applications Workshop
ION’s

(CASSCA)

Monday, January 29, 2018
8:30 a.m.–5:30 p.m.
Hyatt Regency, Reston, Virginia
The workshop will discuss the
opportunities and challenges
(technical, commercial, ethical, and
legal) associated with developing
fully autonomous systems that are
cognizant and trustworthy for safety
critical applications.

Sponsored by the Institute of Navigation,
the workshop is free to attend.

Featuring well-recognized experts and
leaders from government (NSF, ONR, AFRL,
DOT and DARPA), industry (Google, Honda,
Top Flight Technologies, Daimler and Ford)
and academia (Stanford, UCSD, USC and The
Ohio State University).
Fall 2017

Technical Program
Organizer:
Prof. Zak Kassas,
University of
California, Riverside

www.ion.org/cassca
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Ligado to Argue Broadband System’s
Virtues before Space-Based PNT Advisors

L

igado Networks has accepted the invitation of the National Space-Based
Positioning, Navigation, and Timing
(PNT) Advisory Board’s (PNTAB’s) invitation to defend its controversial proposal
for a wireless broadband system at the
board’s November 15 meeting.
The company’s presentation at the
meeting in El Segundo, California, could
illuminate the structure of the terrestrial
service that the company has in mind and
either ease, or add fuel to, the ongoing
dispute between Ligado and the GPS
community. PNTAB advises the interagency National Executive Committee
(ExCom) for Space-Based PNT cochaired
by the deputy secretaries of defense and
transportation.
“We have strong concerns and take
issue with various points raised in
Ligado’s recent correspondence to me
and to others who are associated with our
distinguished group of experts,” PNTAB

Brad Parkinson, shown here at ION GNSS+
2017, is the first vice-chair on the National
Advisory Board.

first vice-chair Brad Parkinson wrote in
an October 10 letter Ligado CEO Doug
Smith. “However, we believe the most
constructive way to move forward is to
focus on your willingness to provide the
Committee with clear up-to-date design
information.”
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The Virginia-based firm is seeking
permission from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to change
the way it uses the satellite frequencies
granted to it years ago to also support
a ground-based wireless network. The
Ligado proposal would put a potentially
powerful signal in a neighborhood of
much weaker satellite signals.
Parkinson described allowing higher
power in a band near GPS as an “existential threat to GPS.” Tests of in 2011
based on the original design showed the
network’s signals would overload GPS
receivers. Subsequent test results, and
a presentation by Parkinson analyzing
Ligado’s revised plan, show that interference remains an issue.
The dispute heated up at the end of
June when 22 organizations spanning
aviation, weather, academia, and space
and signed a letter to the FCC opposing
Ligado’s request.
A Distinction without a
Difference
Although Ligado has
modified its plan from
the one its predecessor
LightSquared originally
proposed some seven
years ago, “the revised
proposal to the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) is fundamentally unchanged
from a previous proposal
reviewed in 2011. Extensive government
testing in 2011 and in 2016, clearly
shows that both proposals cause definitive harmful interference to many classes
of GPS receivers,” Parkinson wrote in his
letter.
The National Advanced Spectrum
and Communications Test Network
(NASCTN) presented results of recent
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tests of Ligado’s at PNTAB’s June 2017
meeting. NASCTN, which is affiliated
with the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST), was hired by
Ligado to develop tests capable of discerning interference to GPS — although
Ligado has tried to spin the work as
something broader.
PNTAB Chair John Stenbit sent a
letter on July 5 to the co-chairs of the
ExCom, Deputy Secretary of Defense
Robert O. Work and Deputy Secretary of
Transportation Jeffrey A. Rosen, arguing
strongly against approval of the Ligado
proposal.
“GPS is an essential infrastructure element for virtually every PNT application
in the United States,” Stenbit wrote. “Examples include national defense, aviation,
safety‐of‐life, precision timing for computer networks and financial transactions.
Decisions on potential interference must
be based upon scientific and procedurally‐valid testing and analysis.”
Referring to the NASCTN appearance
at the meeting, Stenbit added, “Their
presentation acknowledged that they did
not meet many of our recommended test
criteria. They also did not discuss worst
case results and did not consider actual
user scenarios. Further, the test funding
was provided by the private entity that
stands to benefit from a favorable regulatory ruling.”
Stenbit pointed out that the “performance of GPS receivers degrades rapidly
as interference increases. To limit performance degradation, the GPS and GNSS
technical community worldwide has
long endorsed an interference protection criterion that allows no more than
a one decibel (12.2%) rise in the noise
floor of the GPS receiver. This is the same
recognized criterion used in the [Department of Transportation GPS Adjacent
Band Compatibility] testing. However,
Fall 2017
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that fundamental criterion has never been
accepted by the company that seeks to
operate a potentially harmful terrestrial
network in the MSS radio band.”
What’s the Real Plan?
The structure of the modified Ligado
system remains unclear. Ligado’s predecessor company envisioned a nationwide
network with some 30,000 ground stations with high-powered transmissions in
RF bands close to that of GPS and other
GNSS services. This network would seek
to provide wholesale broadband capacity
for phones and other wireless devices.
More recently Ligado has been suggesting it could provide connectivity to
driverless cars, drones, and other Internet
of Things devices.
Parkinson suggested that Ligado
discuss its plans in its presentation and
describe how it hopes to use the frequencies. One key issue that remains unclear
is how the company plans to address the
large number of already-installed GPS
receivers — some of which are essential to
the nation’s critical infrastructure. No one
knows for sure how many receivers there
are or where they are because, as with FM
radios, users don’t need to subscribe to a
GPS service to use GPS.
“[W]e would therefore encourage you
to specifically describe your implementation plan, with a corresponding test plan
addressing the issues we have openly
raised,” Parkinson wrote. “We request
you specifically focus on those regarding the potential for interfering with
any GPS/GNSS services that operate
in the protected Space-to-Earth L band
(1559 – 1610 MHz). Included should
be all modes of operation and the use
of all current and future GNSS signals.
Without these specific technical details
and corresponding evaluations, we can
only conjecture as to what you are really
proposing. In particular we must consider the ramifications of them, and any
attendant, unacceptable risks to public
welfare.”
In his letter, Stenbit emphasized
that the PNT ExCom and all GPS
Fall 2017

stakeholders “should be wary of any
incremental approaches to deploying
mobile broadband services in the MSS
band. For example, initial services could
operate at reduced power levels on a
temporary basis to protect only a subset
of GPS users, before moving to full‐

power levels that will cause widespread
interference to many other classes of GPS
users. Regulatory decisions must be based
on the ultimate end-state of any systems
proposed for operation in the bands
adjacent to GPS, and must protect all
classes of GPS users.”

Calendar of
Upcoming Events
NOVEMBER 2017
28-30: RIN INC 2017, Hilton Metropole
Hotel, Brighton, UK
Contact: Royal Institute of Navigation
Web: http://www.
internationalnavigationconference.org.uk
Email: conference@rin.org.uk
JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2018
29: ION's Cognizant Autonomous Systems
for Safety Critical Applications (CASSCA)
Workshop, Hyatt Regency Reston, Reston
Virginia
Contact: ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Web: www.ion.org/cassca
Jan. 29-Feb. 1: ION International Technical
Meeting (ITM) & ION Precise Time and
Time Interval Meeting (PTTI) 2018, Hyatt
Regency Reston, Reston Virginia
Contact: ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Web: www.ion.org
MARCH 2018
5-7: Munich Satellite Navigation Summit,
Alte Bayerische Staatsbank, Munich,
Germany
Email: info@munich-satellite-navigationsummit.org
Tel: +49 89 6004 3425
Web: http://www.munich-satellitenavigation-summit.org/
APRIL 2018
16-20: ICASC International Flight
Inspection Symposium, Hyatt Regency
Monterey, Monterey, California
Sponsored by the International Committee
for Airspace Standards and Calibration
(ICASC) Hosted by ION
Contact: ION Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Web: www.ion.org
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23-26: IEEE/ION PLANS 2018, Hyatt
Regency Monterey, Monterey, California
Contact: ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Web: www.ion.org

MAY 2018
14-17: ENC, The European Navigation
Conference, Gothenburg, Sweden
Contact: ENC 2018 Conference Office
Tel: +46 31 708 86 90
Web: www.enc2018.eu
JULY 2018
9-12: ION Joint Navigation Conference
(JNC) 2018, Hyatt Regency Long Beach,
Long Beach, California
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Web: www.ion.org
SEPTEMBER 2018
24-28: ION GNSS+ 2018, Hyatt Regency
Miami, Miami, Florida
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Web: www.ion.org
NOVEMBER 2018
NOV. 28-DEC. 1: IAIN 16TH World Congress,
Makuhari Messe International Convention
Complex, Chiba, Japan
Contact: IAIN
Web: www.iain2018.org
JANUARY 2019
Jan. 28-31: ION International Technical
Meeting (ITM) & ION Precise Time and
Time Interval Meeting (PTTI) 2019, Hyatt
Regency Reston, Reston Virginia
Contact: ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Web: www.ion.org
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